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Abstract: This study explores the ‘people’ and ‘place’ components of the smart city concept in order
to inform its third component, ‘technology’, for augmented disability inclusion. The research objective
was to reveal the capability of the universal open space design (UOSD) method in classifying key
spatial factors according to their type of digital applicability as a channel or subject for information
and communication technologies (ICTs). Results were derived from three Hungarian design projects
presented as case studies, using the research through design (RtD) method. User needs and usage
patterns, open space environmental components and types according to their tolerance towards
physical modification, and relevant disability-related concepts linked to UOSD were hierarchized and
interrelated to digital technologies that can replace or complement the environmental components.
Findings were represented in the spatial Maslow pyramid of user needs related to the relevant spatial
design concepts, open spaces public services, and digital technologies. The results showed that upper
(less basic) levels of the digital Maslow pyramid related to public services other than transport and
concepts other than physical accessibility lack digital completion or replacement. In particular, a more
detailed and consistent knowledge about spatial–digital interrelations for sensory accessibility should
be incorporated into the practical and theoretical background of “smart” UOSD. In conclusion, this
paper demonstrates how the combination of the concepts of UOSD and the smart city support a
more complex disability-inclusive experience in an interconnected physical, sociocultural, and digital
network of open spaces.

Keywords: universal design; universal open space design; inclusive urban design; inclusive smart
city; landscape architecture; disability; accessibility; Hungary

1. Introduction

The evolving concepts of universal design and assistive technologies as key elements for
accessibility are highly prioritized concepts in contemporary urbanism and spatial design. Due to rapid
urban population growth [1], the importance of inclusive and equal access to open spaces has come into
focus [2–8]. The urban demographic changes imply an increase in the number of elderly inhabitants,
and as a significant proportion of about one-third of the aging population aged 65 and over is living
with some kind of disabilities [9], an aging society means the headcount growth of people living with
disabilities (PwD) in urban areas too. In addition, the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020 also showed the
importance of accessible, barrier-free urban and green spaces which are safer for work and basic for
recreation and social participation. In the city, the dramatically evolving concept of information and
communication technology (ICT) has also emerged over the last decades, which influences people’s
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social and spatial actions and interactions, and thereby has a significant effect on the patterns of the
everyday activities of PwD too. This research focuses on whether and how the universal open space
design (UOSD) approach is capable to inform ICTs about the open spaces’ key features and services,
which can serve as a basis for the digital layers related to those spaces. This combination of tools
can contribute to enriching the citizens’ experience and enhance the overall accessibility for creating
inclusive smart cities [10–12].

Basic components of the city concept are people who inhabit the city, the urban places which
physically form the city [2,3,7,13], and technology as a mediator [10,14,15]. Although these components
form a unity, their characteristics and interactions can be examined separately. This research aims
to explore the potential of the UOSD method in the typology of open spaces’ main environmental
components and public services through the discovery of these interrelations in order to find their
relevance when attaching digital layers to a certain space. In this context, this paper presents the needs
and use habits of PwD in relation to the level of access to the physical outdoor environment. Based on
the ‘people’ component, the objects and features of the open spaces’ different types, which influence
equal access for their users, will be observed and defined with the help of Hungarian case studies.
The lessons learned from the observations complete the theoretical background for the first pillar
concerning the needs and use habits of PwD. After exploring the interrelations of ‘people’ and ‘place’
components, the capability of their attributes to inform technology for augmented, disability-inclusive
development will be discussed.

The Structure of the Paper

In Section 2, a general literature overview is given, organized according topics relevant to the
research. The characteristics and environmental aspects of certain disabilities are shown in Section 2.1.
Subsequently, design concepts related to disability-inclusive open spaces (Section 2.2), open spaces’
public services, and the hierarchy of user needs (Section 2.3) are explored. In Section 2.4, the special
consequences in the case of Hungary are presented. The typology of open spaces based on their
tolerance towards intervention (Section 2.5) explores aspects necessary for the selection of the case
studies. Research objectives are detailed in Section 2.6.

Section 3 gives a detailed overview about the applied research materials and methods.
Section 4 presents the results, starting with three selected case studies, namely downtown Budapest

(OS-1, Section 4.1), the Liget Budapest Project (OS-2, Section 4.2), and the Accessible Nature Project
(OS-3, Section 4.3). Thereafter, findings relevant to the implementation of universal open space design
mediated by digital technologies are explained (Section 4.4).

The research is discussed in Section 5, and findings are concluded in Section 6.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Characteristics and Environmental Aspects of Certain Disabilities

According to the statistics of the WHO, approximately 15% of the world’s population lives
with some type of disability, forming the world’s largest minority [16]. Counting their relation- and
friendships, and people with temporary changes or lack in ability due to their life situation or life cycle,
the population affected by disabilities is an even more significant minority. Children, older people,
passengers carrying heavy luggage, wearing high heels, or using earplugs, persons with reduced
abilities or disabilities, etc. have diverse accessibility needs with respect to open spaces.

“Persons with disabilities include those who have long-term physical, mental, intellectual
or sensory impairments which in interaction with various barriers may hinder their full and
effective participation in society on an equal basis with others” [17] (Article 1). For people living
with motor (or mobility) impairment physical accessibility is a priority for the environment’s
safe, independent, and convenient use [18–23]. People living with sensory (visual or hearing)
disability, adequate information and communication are the most crucial criteria for being able
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to engage in physical outdoor activities [18–21,24–33]. People living with intellectual and psychosocial
(cognitive and/or mental) disabilities need clear, legible, transparent information and a friendly,
familiar environment, as it can give the sense of comfort and safety for its users, which is also essential
for equal access and usability [18–21,34–36]. Age-related cognitive decline implies environmental
needs similar for those living with intellectual disability [21,37,38]. Significant individual components
are, e.g., the form(s), the occurrence time, and the duration of the impairment, or the aid used.
Besides individual skills, equal access to open spaces and the mode of acting in them is also determined
by multiple external factors, such as environmental, economic, legal, social, and cultural conditions [21].
The external environmental factors influencing PwD in the use of open spaces are summarized in
Table A1.

2.2. Design Concepts Related to Disability-Inclusive Open Spaces

The ‘Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities’ (CRPD) defines ‘accessibility’ as the
following: “To enable persons with disabilities to live independently and participate fully in all aspects
of life, States Parties shall take appropriate measures to ensure to persons with disabilities access,
on an equal basis with others, to the physical environment, to transportation, to information and
communications, including information and communications technologies and systems, and to other
facilities and services open or provided to the public, both in urban and in rural areas” [17] (Article 9).
The concept of ‘accessibility’ is used in the design strategies like ‘accessible design’ or ‘barrier-free
design’ [1], which imply the elimination of the physical obstacles in the environment. For people
living with any forms of sensory disability, tools of ‘sensory accessibility’ have to be applied for
accessible information and communications which support orientation and navigation in the physical
spaces [18,21]. Key concepts of the discussed environment-focused strategies are independence and
safety provided through physical and info-communication accessibility. The obstacles in the physical
environment prevent equal social, cultural, professional participation, so enhanced accessibility benefits
the whole society [16,39]. Inversely, social exclusion becomes manifest in the form of physical barriers
in the environment.

To address disability issues in a complex way, a paradigmatic shift has taken place during the last
decades. The medical model of disability was replaced by the social model stating that disability is
rooted in the society, not in the person or in the environment. In parallel, concepts based on human
rights followed the environment-focused design perspectives: new theories have emerged [17,39,40].
The strategy of ‘universal design’ (UD) was created in the USA (cf. Americans with Disabilities Act
of 1990) [19], and become one of the two most known design strategies in the world. The other main
method is rooted in Europe and called ‘design for all’ (DfA) [21]. Besides UD and DfA, the term of
‘inclusive design’ (ID) became the most frequently used term regarding open spaces at the international
level [37]. In Hungary, the phrase of UD has spread in urban planning, architecture. and landscape
architecture, while ID stands more for interior design. The aims and principles of UD, DfA, and ID are
very similar, showing subtle differences only at national levels, and therefore they are often used as
synonyms, essentially with the same meaning. According to the United Nations’ CRPD “Universal
Design means the design of products, environments, programmes and services to be usable by all people,
to the greatest extent possible, without the need for adaptation or specialized design. Universal design
shall not exclude assistive devices for particular groups of persons with disabilities where this is
needed” [17] (Article 2). The certain fields of design adapt and elaborate the general principles of UD
for the professional efficiency and interpretability. Concerning open spaces, the principle of ‘reasonable
accommodation’ [17] (Article 2), which implies only necessary and appropriate modification and
adjustment, is of increased importance, as the natural components of the outdoor environment are often
limited to modification. In the interest of describing the profession-specific aspects of UD for landscape
architecture, the concept of ‘universal open space design’ (UOSD) was introduced in Hungary to
customize the common principles for open spaces [6,41]. Key concepts of the mentioned complex
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disability-related strategies are diversity, equality, participation, and inclusion in all aspects of life,
including the features and public services of open spaces.

The ‘smart city’ (SC) concept primarily groups services, decision-making mechanisms, and
ICT solutions along the development priorities of sustainability, efficiency, and broad participation.
The most common analogous concepts with different terms are ‘intelligent city’, sustainable city’ and
‘green city’ [42]. In smart cities, ICTs are tools for achieving complex goals like improving the quality
and efficiency of public services, involving citizens, and improving the quality of life and developing
economically self-sustaining systems [10,42,43]. Regarding open spaces, all layers of their history,
context, user needs and use patterns, physical measures and accessible networks, public services,
related projects, programs, and events can be loaded into the digital database in different forms
and languages, making all information about the place widely available. The ‘Smart’ concept has
the potential to enhance inclusive access, disseminate educational knowledge, provide practical
information via applications developed for the Internet and smart devices, contribute to ecological and
sustainable operation, etc. The introduction of smart technologies to open spaces can also invite currently
underrepresented younger generations [44] to the public places. Moreover, an increase in time spent
outdoors contributes directly to the promotion of health and well-being [23,37,45–48]. By exploiting the
potential of digital technologies, the extent of physical intervention can be reduced, which in this paper
previously was proved of high importance regarding open spaces. Furthermore, the innovative and
collaborative solutions driven by ICT empower stakeholders and promise innovative urban planning
for creating more efficient, sustainable, inclusive and safer cities [49–51], which significantly benefits the
citizens including PwD by supporting their overall participation for example in the use of open spaces’
public services [51]. The digital tool of ‘mobile assistive technology’ (MAT) can contribute to ‘sensory
accessibility’ widely by completing traditional assistive products (white cane, guide dog) with digital
technologies like audio maps, tag readers, and GPS navigation with mobile smart systems [52,53].

The combination of the concepts of ‘smart city’ and ‘universal design’ creates the idea of ‘inclusive
smart city’, where inhabitants’ experience of urban spaces is augmented by the use of digital assistive
technologies, fostering the safe and autonomous performance of their everyday activities best suited to
their needs [10,12]. The concept of the inclusive smart city is based on collaboration, knowledge about
user’s needs, and incorporation of ISC principles into the whole process already from the physical
design stage [10,15,51]. However, in mainstream policies and design practices, people with special needs
are not always taken into consideration. When the planning or design phase is not conducted according
to disability-related strategies, the retrospective works generate extra costs, provoking opposition
among stakeholders towards disability. Therefore, urban development should be shifted towards
strategies that are informed about the needs of their diverse population and use tools from the
beginning of the processes to enhance social inclusion and participation, to augment equal access to
public services and to stimulate economic growth on a sustainable way [49].

Referring to the principle of broad participation, the concept of ‘participatory design’ has to be
mentioned, which emerges directly from the user needs [2,54–56]. The ‘people’ component of the city
(cf. [57]) determines spatial perception, thus the design process—in which the designer is a mediator
and not an omnipotent top-down creator—should provide a framework for inclusion based on the
cultural and social meaning of the certain place, on genius loci, on the identity of the place’s users
and their needs. All people—“those with disabilities, and ( . . . ) those that haven’t quite found theirs
yet” [33]—will be an integral part of such a bottom-up creative process [25,58,59]. In the bottom-up
design practices, ICT-enabled design participation can contribute to incorporate citizens into the design
process. The bottom-up approach characterized by civic engagement and social activism is often
combined with state-focused, but also participation-based, top-down approaches [54].

2.3. Open Spaces’ Public Services and the Hierarchy of User Needs

The definition of UD refers to products, environments, and services usable for all [17]. The primary
public services of open spaces are mobility, recreation, and social life. Outdoor activity has physical
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benefits affecting people’s health and life quality positively [13,23,45–48,58]. Equal access to social
interactions also helps inclusion and social participation. Open spaces are places also to transport,
culture, science, work, education, sport, etc. The public services of inclusive open spaces are equally
and independently accessible and usable for all. At the same time, most of urban places have formed
over centuries and their historic values are limited to physical interventions enhancing accessibility,
as are natural components like terrain, topography, vegetation, water surface, etc. Furthermore,
environmental components are immanent parts of the open spaces’ public services: open places
provide not only the frame of an activity, but they form a unity with their users and their activities,
i.e., people become a part of the space. From this point of view, every square meter of an inclusive
open space is the public service itself.

In consequence, people, society, and places are engaged in a sensitive interaction
[2,13,14,25,33,41,55,57,58]. The detailed analysis of this complex system of interrelations specifies
a hierarchy, i.e., the Maslow pyramid of user needs and usage patterns regarding open spaces.
The levels of inclusion move on a scale from physical accessibility to complete inclusion, depending on
the individual attributes, the place, and the social context. Physical accessibility has been placed at the
bottom of the pyramid, because the lack of it can lead to total exclusion from the use of the environment
without assistance. Safety and comfort at the next levels affect the quality of the outdoor engagement,
and inclusion stands at the top. At each level, the user’s relation to the environment is described
by questions:

(1) In the case of physical accessibility providing mobility: “What can I do here?”
(2) In a perceptible, contrasting environment helping orientation: “How can I do it?”
(3) In the case of an appropriate spatial composition improving spatial experience: “What kind of

aesthetic experience can I have in this space?”
(4) In the case of a design that is embed in the certain sociocultural context supporting the complete

social and spatial experience: “What is this place used for that I can be a part of?” (Figure 1) [41].
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The hierarchy of user needs and usage patterns can be related to the basic accessibility needs of
PwD concerning the external, environmental factors showed in Table A1. This relation is displayed in
Table 1. It can be seen that people with motor and visual impairment have the most basic accessibility
needs. People affected by these forms of disability are the most sensitive to the accessibility of
the environment, and can be excluded from the use of the space when certain barriers are present.
Therefore, if the environment is accessible and usable for people affected by one out of these two
disabilities, then it is accessible and usable for all [41]. Understanding the priorities of those living
with visual impairment is more difficult as our culture is dominantly visual. Additionally, the aesthetic
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paradigms followed by creative agents often come into conflict with the evolving concept of physical
and info-communication accessibility, which completely subordinate form (visual-aesthetic quality) to
function, and are therefore hard to be domesticated into traditional paradigms. This “unusualness”
can lead to exclusion and intolerance towards disability issues. Spatial designers following their
aesthetic-based canons raise the question “What do you want (to see here)?” However, designing with
respect towards diversity in mind leads to the question “What do you want to do?” [60]. Without vision
people perceive the environment via activity, via movement, via body [60]. Macpherson [59] concludes
the same saying visually impaired people experience the space bodily, “via movement, memory and
sensations other than sight”. Promoting participation is crucial, as it does not take aesthetics as the
central point of the process: it focuses on vernacular, spontaneous internal motivations and needs of
the community rather than on aesthetically pleasing but exclusive, isolated and overdesigned ideas
in order to create livable and overall inclusive cities [2,54,56,57]. In summary, knowledge both about
visually impaired people’s needs and spatial behaviors and about ICT related sensory accessibility is
in strong need of expansion, thus they were the special focus of our research.

Table 1. The basic accessibility needs related to the hierarchic levels of the Maslow pyramid of
user needs.

Level External Environmental Factor Motor Visual Hearing Cognit. Elderly
1 Clear pedestrian traffic gauge 4 4

1 Vertical dimensions, slopes 4

1 Clear space for maneuvering 4

1 Human dimensions, ergonomics 4 4 4

1 Distances 4 4 4

2 Lighting 4 4

2 Contrast 4 4 4 4

2 Information via multiple channels 4 4 4 4

3 Well-organized space composition 4 4

3 Diverse, not monotonous spaces 4

3 Spaces to emphasize and navigate 4 4 4 4

3 Spaces to connect and separate 4

3 Legible, clear, understandable spaces 4 4 4 4

3 Friendly, aesthetic spaces 4

2.4. The Case of Hungary

This study follows the method of research through design and distills its results from Hungarian
case studies. Therefore, it is relevant to have an overview about the Hungarian context of the topic.
In Hungary, the Soviet isolation caused a delay in receiving and adapting concepts for inclusion.
According to the building act, “the built environment shall be considered accessible if convenient,
safe and independent use is ensured for all persons” [61] (2.§ 1). In 2007, a modification of the
equalization opportunity law was supposed to shift the attitude to a more general level by extending
accessibility to public services and completing barrier-free design with info-communication for complex
accessibility [62]. However, this policy has not been integrated to the implementing regulations (cf. [63]),
and the focus remained on building construction, and on the accessibility needs of users with physical
(mobility) impairments [6]. In Hungary, the disability-related legal background is still focused on
physical barriers and buildings, where artificial and therefore better modifiable elements are dominant.
In parallel, guidelines and recommendations for compensating mobility impairments, and for accessing
public buildings are more detailed. There are international recommendations concerning open spaces
(cf. previous chapters), but they are not integrated into the Hungarian legislation—the laws regulate
buildings and their environs, are less detailed to urban open spaces, and areas with nature-close
conditions are neglected. Inclusive access to open spaces and for a broader range of people with
different abilities requires the development and adaptation of Universal Design’s principles to all
scales and types of the built environment. The deductive, architecture-focused regulation is not valid
to open spaces, as their specific components are under-regulated, and architectural components
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are overregulated at the same time. Under-regulation is unable to preserve and maintain landscape
architectural values, and overregulation restricts creative processes and degrades the experience of
space and nature, generating opposition towards disability. To avoid self-contradictory regulation,
the concept of ‘partial accessibility’ is often used [63] (108. § 11), referring to the principle of reasonable
accommodation [17] (Article 2), but using this opportunity to ignore accessibility requirements.

2.5. Typology of Open Spaces Based on Their Tolerance towards Interventions

The open spaces’ tolerance towards physical interventions is strongly determined by the proportion
of their artificial and natural elements, as the natural environmental components can be limited to
modification. According to this proportion, three main open space types with a significantly different
character can be distinguished:

(1) Public urban open spaces (OS-1) are typically dominated by artificial components, such as streets,
squares, and environs of buildings from Balogh’s [7] urban open space typology. Its primary
public function is transport and mobility, creating a network in the city connecting its public
services. Because of the dominancy of its artificial components, this open space type is the most
flexible to modification, so regulations for the built environment’s accessibility is valid to the
greatest extent among open spaces. Furthermore, the smaller the design scale is, the more physical
interventions to the environment can be carried out, which means that the recent Hungarian
regulation can be best put into practice in the environs of public buildings.

(2) Urban public green spaces (OS-2) include public parks, institution gardens and thematic urban
open spaces from Balogh’s [7] urban open space typology. It consists of both artificial and
natural elements, and the natural components are also often modified, reflecting the urban scales
and the strong human influence, creating “domesticated” nature in settlements. Urban green
spaces form biologically active areas suitable for recreational activities. Their public services
are essential for the city and its inhabitant physiologically and psychologically as well. As the
natural atmosphere is inherent in these spaces, physical interventions for accessibility have to be
applied carefully. Near buildings and close to intensive, more artificial parts a higher level of
physical accessibility can be required. For optimal spatial solutions of equal access, a hierarchy of
functional units (e.g., play, sport, passive recreation, events) and connections are recommended
to be distinguished.

(3) Semi-natural landscapes (OS-3)—urban woodlands and waterfronts in Balogh’s [7] typology—are
characterized dominantly by natural environmental components. Like urban green spaces,
they are biologically active, are important for humans from psychological and physiological
aspects, and can host activities of recreation. As they have the highest proportion of natural
environmental elements which often cannot be modified at all, they have the lowest tolerance
for physical interventions which can be basic for equal human access, and this trait can limit the
applicability of UOSD’s tools [41].

2.6. Research Objectives

The primary goal of this study is to explore whether and how the method of UOSD is capable
to typify open spaces’ key environmental components and public services to those the ICT’s digital
layers can be attached. In this context, the research aims to explore the interrelations between the open
space’s type (based on its tolerance towards physical modification), public services, and the level of
ICT’s applicability. This research explores the possibilities of the digital completion or replacement of
the environmental components and their contribution to a more disability-inclusive development.

3. Materials and Methods

The basic components of the city concept introduced in Section 1 were ‘people’, ‘places’ and
technology’ [10,14,15]. Because of its combined character, the subject of this research cannot be
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completely measured with technical instruments, but the incorporation of ‘human subject research’
involving PwD is also necessary. Therefore, the research was conducted following the integrated,
multi-instrument approach of the ‘Research through design’ (RtD) method, which applies spatial
design in a systematic exploration for generating practical-productive and theoretical knowledge [64].
Different types of RtD method were combined:

• ‘Research for design’ was used in the form of a comprehensive scientific literature review in order
to gain knowledge which can serve as an input for universal open space design.

• With the tools of ‘Research on design’ (or ‘design research’), disability-related design strategies
and concepts—shown in Section 2—were explored through the analyses of different projects and
plans for creating a basis for future design.

• The processes of universal open space design were understood and identified along the method
of ‘research about design’ through observations, site visits, on-site, and follow-up informal oral
and written consultations with PwD and their advocacy organizations.

• ‘Research through design’ was applied in real Hungarian design projects in which the authors
of this paper were involved. These multiple design experiments are presented as case studies
in this paper. Via the analysis of the collected data, UOSD typologies and design principles
were derived and continuously updated based on the feedbacks from social participation and
monitoring [41,64,65] (Figure 2).
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‘Research through design’ was conducted via three own design projects presented as case studies,
based on Francis’ methodology [66]. The selection of the case studies was based on the type and scale
of the projects. Each project represents a different type of open space based on its tolerance towards
interventions (cf. Section 2.5). All three projects had to be designed according to the principles of
Universal Design. Part of a complex city-center renewal, a historic urban park, and a national forest
unit were selected. The projects were explored along the following aspects:
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• Context, project background, and history.
• The preliminary research and design process.
• Research through design (the design process itself, presented according to classified environmental

components namely objects, features, and functional units).
• Significance and uniqueness of the project.

Although the presented development projects faced their unique challenges, they were meant
to provide generalizable lessons about the possibilities, limits, successes or fails of UD strategy’s
implementation related to digital technologies, in order to augment the practical and theoretical
knowledge towards inclusion.

4. Results

The results of this study are derived from design projects from the authors’ own practices.
These projects belong to different project types and show variance in scale. The spatial experiments
are the examples of a complex city-center’s renewal, a historic urban park’s rehabilitation, and a
disability-focused innovation planned for a national forest. Key selection criterion was the requirement
to follow the principles of UD during the design process. In Hungary all three projects were pioneer in
this aspect. These projects were among the first ones which incorporated accessibility experts into the
interdisciplinary design teams, and involved the organizations of PwD into the design phrase.

4.1. Case Study for the Category ‘Public Urban Open Space’: The Downtown of Budapest

4.1.1. Context, Project Background and History

The heart of Budapest, i.e., the historical core of Pest is a dense and frequented urban fabric. By the
turn of the 20th century, the technical condition of public areas in the city center had deteriorated
sharply, and both its cityscape and its use were largely determined by the priority of motorized
traffic. The general appreciation of the region and the redefinition of the architectural and open space
character were the key concepts of the urban development programs of Budapest. To achieve these
goals, a medium-term urban development program named Podmaniczky Program was elaborated.
Within the frames of the Hearth of Budapest Program, an ideas competition was mentioned for the
complex renewal of the downtown on three action areas: (1) bridges and the new Pest promenade,
(2) representative gateway, and (3) new boulevard of the downtown [67].

Authors contributed to the design process of the Károly Boulevard belonging to the 2nd action
area. It is the northern part of the inner ring of the Small Boulevard in Budapest. The planning
started in 2008. Landscape architecture was conducted by Lépték-terv Landscape Architects [67].
Authors were invited to the design team in 2010, in relation to a master’s theses research in the field
of rehabilitation engineering [68]. Among the design objectives of the project, priority was given to
safety, security, and accessibility (“wall-to-wall pavements, flat ground surfaces, safety camera system,
multi-level information, communicating streets”) [68]. In general, the functional approach for creating
inclusive spaces, and the aesthetical approach for renewing cultural and historical values appeared in
parallel during the design process.

4.1.2. The Preliminary Research and Design Process

‘Research for design’: Literature review has been done continuously in the research topic.
Related references are detailed in Section 2.

‘Research on design’: The complex renewal of the Budapest downtown started earlier with the
new Pest promenade between the Comedy Theater and Kálvin Square, and the southern and central
parts of the Small Boulevard [67]. Available plans of the new Pest promenade were examined [69] and
compared with the users’ feedbacks about the realized plans.
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‘Research about design’: In relation to the project, site visits have been carried out since 2010 in
the Hungarian capital and to several European cities to compare different technical solutions of open
space design and their details related to UD. (The thematic photo documentation about these site visits
can be observed in Szaszák’s PhD theses: Appendix MIII/1—Science photo library of Universal Open
Space Design’s international examples (cf. [41])).

Since 2009, consultations with several individual members and representatives of the Hungarian
Federation of the Blind and Partially Sighted (MVGYOSZ) has been continued. Members who
were interested to participate in testing the solutions which were applied to renewed open spaces
were added to the civil accessibility group of MVGYOSZ. Professionals from several related fields
(e.g., architects, landscape architects, rehabilitation engineers, civil engineers, legalists, special educators,
medical doctors) and people living with visual impairment changed information via the informal
channel of the ‘Accessibility Group’s mailing list. The distilled lessons were fed back to the actual phases
of the project [70]. Tactile pavements were intensively tested and researched, as these technologies
were new to Hungary at that time. The introduction or update of info-communication technologies at
smart bus stops and pedestrian crossings also were in the focus of the design [6].

4.1.3. Research through Design

Concluded from the preliminary research for design, the primary public service of urban open
spaces is to provide space for traffic. Inviting, friendly and alive squares and places invite also social
activities. Recreation is more connected to the green infrastructure, but an inclusive urban open space can
be suitable also for passive and active recreational activities [2]. Károly Boulevard is affected by heavy
motorized traffic, so recreational activities are more attracted to nearby parks (e.g., Erzsébet square and
Gödör), and the area’s dominant function is transportation. Environmental components affecting the
accessibility and usability of public urban spaces are categorized in Table 2. In the following section,
the design project’s program elements will be discussed along these categories.

Table 2. Environmental components in the focus of research and design concerning public urban open
spaces (OS-1).

Category Item
General aspects universal access to public services
Walking surface surface, material, drainage
Street furniture general requirements: surface, material, ergonomics

bench, table, drinking fountain, litter bin, information board, pavilion, etc.
Bridging structures stairs

and railing ramp, slope
handrail, bollard, traffic-directing structures

Vegetation plants
Info-communication orientation: contrast in light and color, tactile signage

navigation: direction signage
information: maps, functions

communication: audible support
lighting

Functional units general requirements, approaching, network, buildings
streets, squares

pedestrian crossings
car parking

stops of public transportation

For creating inclusive spaces, we investigated the different textures of the walking surfaces, the
materials’ qualities and contrast in light and color, the drainage, the terrain conditions, and used the
findings in the design process. Natural stones were laid on the new Pest promenade, and a more
cost-effective concrete paver block called “K-stone” was developed for the sidewalks and squares of
Small Boulevard [6,67].
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Street furniture was selected to fulfill requirements of ergonomics and accessible usability.
The placement, the dimensions, the quality of materials, the usability and the accessibility of the street
furniture already present in the downtown was investigated to find the best fitting products. On the
new Pest promenade a unique design product group was used with a special edgy and skew character
(Figure 3) which turned out to be undetectable for visually impaired walkers, and therefore not safe
enough—therefore on the Small Boulevard this subgroup of street furniture was avoided. In summary,
it can be stated the street equipment on the central and southern parts of the Small Boulevard are
proper for equally accessible use in the area.
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Figure 3. (a,b) Skew and edgy, and therefore hardly detectable and dangerous street furniture on the 
new Pest promenade. Tactile pavements on the new Pest promenade show no visual contrast to the 
limestone pavers of the sidewalks, as they were designed from the same limestone material. 

The project area is relatively level, so no stairs were required. (On other parts of the downtown, 
top landing of stairs had to be signed with warning Tactile Walking Surface Indicators (TWSI) 
according to MVGYOSZ.) Near the facades of the adjoining buildings, the relevant differences in 
level were bridged by slight slopes integrated to the sidewalks, rather than by ramps. 
Wheelchair-accessible cross slopes were provided. Preferring ramps and slopes to stairs offered a 
more inclusive solution, because stairs are barriers to people with motor impairment, and in general, 
sloping terrain is more inviting for people [2]. 

For helping orientation, the consequent use of colors and materials related to certain functions 
is recommended. In the downtown of Budapest, a wide range of natural and artificial stones could 
be found. During the design process and realization of the fourth metro line in Budapest, a need for 
a uniform Budapest pavement has occurred. The developed concept has already been used as a basis 
for the planning of the city center. Natural stones were laid on the new Pest promenade, and 
“K-stone” concrete pavers on the Small Boulevard [6,67]. The harmony and consistency of forms and 
materials is not only important from an aesthetic point of view, but also a basic tool of UOSD: it 
helps visually impaired walkers to find their way: walkways are always marked by the same 
material, and people do not have to find out in every situation whether and what the pavement 
pattern is trying to mediate. In the action areas of the Heart of Budapest Program, the different 
functions as utility lanes, squares, pedestrian traffic lanes and crossings have been consistently 
separated in pavement (Figure 4). During the design process of our project, universal open space 
design was applied to support accessing information and communication via multiple senses. The 
sensitive hierarchy of spaces with different primary functions also contributed to the better and safer 
orientation in the space (cf. Table A1, Table 1). 

Figure 3. (a,b) Skew and edgy, and therefore hardly detectable and dangerous street furniture on the
new Pest promenade. Tactile pavements on the new Pest promenade show no visual contrast to the
limestone pavers of the sidewalks, as they were designed from the same limestone material.

The project area is relatively level, so no stairs were required. (On other parts of the downtown,
top landing of stairs had to be signed with warning Tactile Walking Surface Indicators (TWSI) according
to MVGYOSZ.) Near the facades of the adjoining buildings, the relevant differences in level were
bridged by slight slopes integrated to the sidewalks, rather than by ramps. Wheelchair-accessible
cross slopes were provided. Preferring ramps and slopes to stairs offered a more inclusive solution,
because stairs are barriers to people with motor impairment, and in general, sloping terrain is more
inviting for people [2].

For helping orientation, the consequent use of colors and materials related to certain functions
is recommended. In the downtown of Budapest, a wide range of natural and artificial stones could
be found. During the design process and realization of the fourth metro line in Budapest, a need
for a uniform Budapest pavement has occurred. The developed concept has already been used as
a basis for the planning of the city center. Natural stones were laid on the new Pest promenade,
and “K-stone” concrete pavers on the Small Boulevard [6,67]. The harmony and consistency of forms
and materials is not only important from an aesthetic point of view, but also a basic tool of UOSD:
it helps visually impaired walkers to find their way: walkways are always marked by the same material,
and people do not have to find out in every situation whether and what the pavement pattern is trying
to mediate. In the action areas of the Heart of Budapest Program, the different functions as utility lanes,
squares, pedestrian traffic lanes and crossings have been consistently separated in pavement (Figure 4).
During the design process of our project, universal open space design was applied to support accessing
information and communication via multiple senses. The sensitive hierarchy of spaces with different
primary functions also contributed to the better and safer orientation in the space (cf. Table A1, Table 1).
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Figure 4. Contemporary street furniture on Károly Boulevard. Within the renewal process of the 
Astoria—Deák square section of the Károly Boulevard, different functions as utility areas, squares, 
pedestrian traffic zones and crossings were differentiated in the type and texture of the pavements. 
(a) Utility zone at Astoria (b) Square at the crossing of the Small Boulevard and Dob street. 

The tactile pavements (tactile walking surface indicators, TWSI) have been new to Hungary 
when the designing and the construction of the Small Boulevard renewal started from the southern 
end. A continuous monitoring was carried out with the participation of Hungarian Federation of the 
Blind and Partially Sighted, who developed their recommendations through their experiences [31]. 
Following the newest guidelines, solutions proved to be deceptive were corrected (Figure 5). 
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Figure 5. The mistakes were corrected on the Small Boulevard after the evolving recommendations 
of the Hungarian Federation of the Blind and Partially Sighted. (a) Guiding pattern at crossings were 
deceptive, (b) and therefore was changed to a warning tactile at Fővám square. 

Tactile pavers of the new Pest promenade are unique limestone elements designed for the 
certain site. At the request of the Hungarian Federation of the Blind and Partially Sighted, the 
warning tactile pattern’s flat-topped blisters were arranged diagonally, and not in a square pattern 
in order to be more different from the guidance tactile. The tactile elements are made in several sizes 
to be suitable for following the arcs as well. The pavers themselves are identical in material to the 
pavement of the walkways, so they provide no visual, but only tactile contrast (see Figure 3)—the 
adequacy of this solution needs further testing. 

On Károly Boulevard, a unique tactile signaling system suitable for the regular concrete blocks 
was designed, but during the construction, high-contrast (white) precast concrete elements used on 

Figure 4. Contemporary street furniture on Károly Boulevard. Within the renewal process of the
Astoria—Deák square section of the Károly Boulevard, different functions as utility areas, squares,
pedestrian traffic zones and crossings were differentiated in the type and texture of the pavements.
(a) Utility zone at Astoria (b) Square at the crossing of the Small Boulevard and Dob street.

The tactile pavements (tactile walking surface indicators, TWSI) have been new to Hungary
when the designing and the construction of the Small Boulevard renewal started from the southern
end. A continuous monitoring was carried out with the participation of Hungarian Federation of the
Blind and Partially Sighted, who developed their recommendations through their experiences [31].
Following the newest guidelines, solutions proved to be deceptive were corrected (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. The mistakes were corrected on the Small Boulevard after the evolving recommendations of
the Hungarian Federation of the Blind and Partially Sighted. (a) Guiding pattern at crossings were
deceptive, (b) and therefore was changed to a warning tactile at Fővám square.

Tactile pavers of the new Pest promenade are unique limestone elements designed for the certain
site. At the request of the Hungarian Federation of the Blind and Partially Sighted, the warning tactile
pattern’s flat-topped blisters were arranged diagonally, and not in a square pattern in order to be more
different from the guidance tactile. The tactile elements are made in several sizes to be suitable for
following the arcs as well. The pavers themselves are identical in material to the pavement of the
walkways, so they provide no visual, but only tactile contrast (see Figure 3)—the adequacy of this
solution needs further testing.

On Károly Boulevard, a unique tactile signaling system suitable for the regular concrete blocks
was designed, but during the construction, high-contrast (white) precast concrete elements used
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on previously renovated parts of the downtown were laid on this part of Károly Boulevard too,
partly for financial reasons and partly at the request of stakeholders [6] (Figure 6). Based on a number
of subsequent feedbacks, these elements proved to be slippery, and they need regular cleaning to
preserve their visual contrast as they get dirty quickly. A continuous, consequent TWSI system was
designed and agreed with MVGYOSZ, as this system together with other natural guiding elements
(e.g., Contrasting Walking Surface Materials (CWSM), curbs, facades, landmarks) could provide the
basis for audio maps.
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Figure 6. Tactile pavements on Károly Boulevard (part of Small Boulevard). 
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As a general principle regarding the accessible pedestrian network of urban functions, the 
importance of the continuous travel chain was emphasized among the key recommendations of 
UOSD. During a design meeting it was highlighted by a representative of MVGYOSZ, that the 
presence of public toilets is of great significance, and they have to be signed in the pavement using 
TWSI for visually impaired passers. In the followings, buildings and edifices related directly to the 
public services of open spaces will be mentioned among general principles. 

For designing inclusive sidewalks and squares with accessible resting functions, investigations 
were made on the characteristics of the walking surfaces and curbs, the dimensions for 
maneuvering, the accessible network of routes also to adjoining areas, and the tactile paving. Our 
findings were that even the main track of flowing pedestrian traffic is often restricted, mostly by 
mobile street furniture, subparts (e.g., stairs) of buildings, and people using fix street furniture or 
edifices placed too close to the main track. To ensure the flow of pedestrian traffic on the sidewalks, 
the street furniture is installed in groups, outside the track of travel (see Figure 5). The types, the 
placement and the proper dimensions of tactile pavers were still uncertain at the beginning of the 
comprehensive development program, but the continuous monitoring of their use helped 
developing the guidelines. On the Astoria—Deák square section guiding patterns started to begin 
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example (see Figure 3). Also, this section was the first where tactile surfaces guided the users to 
every important public service, e.g., resting areas, public toilets, etc. (Figure 7). 

Figure 6. Tactile pavements on Károly Boulevard (part of Small Boulevard).

For the proper perception of the environment, lighting is essential too. Artificial light proved
adequate in the area, except for a smart innovation at the section of Károly Boulevard between Dob
street and Deák square, where lights were reduced during the night to avoid disturbance of the local
inhabitants, but the feedbacks report wrong visibility which weakens the sense of safety.

As a general principle regarding the accessible pedestrian network of urban functions,
the importance of the continuous travel chain was emphasized among the key recommendations
of UOSD. During a design meeting it was highlighted by a representative of MVGYOSZ, that the
presence of public toilets is of great significance, and they have to be signed in the pavement using
TWSI for visually impaired passers. In the followings, buildings and edifices related directly to the
public services of open spaces will be mentioned among general principles.

For designing inclusive sidewalks and squares with accessible resting functions, investigations
were made on the characteristics of the walking surfaces and curbs, the dimensions for maneuvering,
the accessible network of routes also to adjoining areas, and the tactile paving. Our findings were that
even the main track of flowing pedestrian traffic is often restricted, mostly by mobile street furniture,
subparts (e.g., stairs) of buildings, and people using fix street furniture or edifices placed too close to the
main track. To ensure the flow of pedestrian traffic on the sidewalks, the street furniture is installed in
groups, outside the track of travel (see Figure 5). The types, the placement and the proper dimensions
of tactile pavers were still uncertain at the beginning of the comprehensive development program,
but the continuous monitoring of their use helped developing the guidelines. On the Astoria—Deák
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square section guiding patterns started to begin immediately when leaving the facades of the buildings
to help keeping direction for people living with visual impairments. Previously renewed parts of
the Boulevard were corrected after this example (see Figure 3). Also, this section was the first where
tactile surfaces guided the users to every important public service, e.g., resting areas, public toilets, etc.
(Figure 7).
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used at some parts of the city, but new standards recommended noise reduction by mechanically 
controlled operation only when PwD were present. Tactile guidance was placed in the center axis of 
the crossings in order to reduce uncertainty of navigation while crossing the road. However, this 
way, the guiding lane avoided the columns on which the operator panel with the button was 
placed—hence the idea of a universal mobile smart operator device occurred, but has not been 
realized so far [71]. 
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Figure 7. Different functions were displayed in the pavement, helping orientation. Plans have
continuously been corrected after the evolving recommendation of MVGYOSZ. The accessibility plan
dealt primarily with the tactile signage system. [Part of the accessibility plan by Szaszák].

People living with mobility impairment need low curbs and curb ramps at pedestrian crossings.
At the same time, this moderate difference in level is undetectable for visually impaired passers,
thus crossings have to be signed with tactile warning lanes. In our project, every crossing was
designed wheelchair-accessible and indicated with tactile pavement following the Hungarian
recommendations [31]. It has been seemed a general problem that tactile details are hard to
interpret during the construction, and the plans are not correctly followed (as shown on Figure 8).
Bollards visibility is also poor, especially when the street is crowded, thus bollards were used only
when really needed. Audible traffic signals at pedestrian crossings could be activated by a button
on the traffic light columns at the edge of the crossing. Earlier, continuously operating audio signals
were used at some parts of the city, but new standards recommended noise reduction by mechanically
controlled operation only when PwD were present. Tactile guidance was placed in the center axis of
the crossings in order to reduce uncertainty of navigation while crossing the road. However, this way,
the guiding lane avoided the columns on which the operator panel with the button was placed—hence
the idea of a universal mobile smart operator device occurred, but has not been realized so far [71].

Wheelchair-accessible car parking was a special task in the narrow streets of the downtown of
Budapest, as physical measures could not be always fulfilled. In the case of Károly Boulevard, the place
for motorized traffic was narrowed, and car parking was not allowed along the road. At the same time,
narrow sidewalks were designed wider, and a few accessible car parking places could be installed at
the edges, connected to the road.

The stops of public transportation were designed according to the exact type of the vehicles used.
Even nowadays, most buses and trams in the area are not wheelchair-accessible. For visually impaired
people the place of the first door is signed in the pavement with tactile surfaces, but this solution is not
always usable in integrated stops where several vehicles can stop simultaneously. The attitude of the
society is also an important factor (personal assistance, careful drivers). Another supportive tool was
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the installation of smart stops for the public transportation, provided by smart panels, ticket machines,
electronic timetables, and combined with an application for smart devices.
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Figure 8. During the construction, plans are not always followed. (a) Missing tactile warning at a
pedestrian crossing on Károly boulevard (b) Plans were not followed correctly: guiding surface does
not end in a warning surface, but leads to the railway directly.

4.1.4. Significance and Uniqueness of the Project

In summary it can be concluded that creating inclusive open spaces was a priority during the
renewal projects in the downtown of Budapest. The basically top-down design process employed
the principles of UOSD, and invited the organizations of PwD to the project. The success of the
renewal is shown in the feedbacks of the users living with disabilities, and in the honor that the
Small Boulevard’s design between Astoria and Deák square was awarded with the 1st prize for
“Good practice of Universal Design” (cf. [70]). At the same time, aesthetic concerns were raised
about the project, mainly due to the appearance of tactile pavements which are unusual and hard to
integrate into our recent paradigms. Concerning construction works, plans with these new elements
seemed complicated to follow (cf. Figure 8). The bad quality of construction and the lack of fund
also delay the evolution of more inclusive open spaces. The needs of people living with visual
impairments are less known even nowadays. Their advocacy institutions need time to test solutions
and elaborate recommendations, while adapting but not receiving the European and other international
technical standards. The cooperation and continuous communication between designers and disability
organizations proved to be essential as well, because feedbacks are basic for creating equally accessible
open spaces. The use of smart technologies also was introduced.

4.2. Case Study for the Category “Public Urban Green Spaces”: The Liget Budapest Project

4.2.1. Context, Project Background and History

The Budapest City Park (more recently called Liget) is one of the first public parks in the
world. At the turn of the 19th century, the New Town Forest, despite its unconstructed wilderness,
was popularly visited by city dwellers for walks or excursions. In 1813, an international design
competition was announced for the arrangement of the area, which was realized in the English
landscape garden style based on the plans of the winner of the competition, Heinrich Nebbien. [72,73]
(Figure 9). Throughout its 200-year history, the park has undergone a continuous transformation and
has become home to many cultural, recreational and entertainment institutions. By the turn of the 21th
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century, an urgent need for complex park rehabilitation occurred. The primary goal of the renovation
was to preserve and present historical values, as well as to sensitively and carefully rethink spatial
relations to meet the needs of contemporary park users. To this end, comprehensive surveys and
studies have been carried out in all related disciplines, seeking to involve the widest possible range of
society, from decision-makers, to designers, to the civil sphere [74].

In 2013–14, the Department of Open Space Design of Corvinus University of Budapest (BCE)
mapped the uses of the park via on-site surveys and online questionnaires by recording the activities of
34,733 visitors and processing 1018 questionnaires. The results show that respondents are unanimously
satisfied with the park, do not want deep, structural changes or new features—their criticisms are more
about the conditions of current park uses and functions. Better quality of walking surfaces, more park
furniture and more green space are among the basic needs. The main values of the park are considered
to be silence, tranquility, naturalness, and old vegetation. The most common activities are walking,
meeting friends, and visiting the Budapest Zoo and Botanical Garden. The contemporary park use
patterns show the need for modern infrastructure, adequate number of public toilets, and also the use
of digital technologies [44]. In summary, the main purposes of the park visit are active and passive
recreation, social contact, and the use of institutional services.Smart Cities 2020, 3  16 

 
Figure 9. Conception plan of the Budapest city forest by Heinrich Nebbien, 1816 [72] (p. 23). 
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Figure 9. Conception plan of the Budapest city forest by Heinrich Nebbien, 1816 [72] (p. 23).

According to the research of Fekete et al. [75], the park use habits of English landscape gardens have
changed little since the first design. Nowadays, the recreational potential is the primary one, only the
emphasis has shifted somewhat, partly with the global population growth in cities: leisure activities
and nature’s role in health and human well-being have come into focus (Figure 10). The shift can also
be seen in the perception of the hierarchical system of promenades and paths, which goes beyond the
aesthetic quality of the spatial composition: the routes also have the task of exploring the functions
and attractions of green spaces. At the same time, it can be said that the 200-year-old Paxton design
principles are still valid today and can be applied, while keeping in mind the shift in emphasis.
Adapting nature and ensuring sustainability are also in line with the primary goals of renewal, and they
also promote naturalness, which is considered a fundamental value by the users. In addition to the
aesthetic value, the placement of the buildings creates an opportunity for infrastructural development:
basic public services (e.g., public toilets, restaurants) can be located in facilities that fit the atmosphere of
the park. In summary, it can be stated that the past and contemporary landscape architectural principles
and also the park use habits overlap to a large extent [4,75,76], and thus the 200-year-old Városliget is
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able to accommodate contemporary needs without compromising the historical character (cf. [75]).
This explains the results of Szilágyi’s research [44], which concludes that the visitors of Liget do not
require serious structural changes. But physical accessibility often requires physical interventions,
which in the case of Liget are validated neither by the historic values nor by the users participating
in preliminary surveys. Therefore, before entering the design phase of the project, more detailed
explorations were needed for the description of the needs and use habits of PwD. This research was
carried out via social consultations.
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Lágymányosi Danube Bay, designer: Garten Studio (also winner of the Liget design competition), 
year of award: 2009. In contemporary park usage, active recreation became also important beside 
passive leisure and social interactions. The board invites visitors to keep on the grass [77]. 
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Figure 10. (a) Liget in former times, designer in English landscape style, mainly used as a place for
passive leisure and for social contact. The small fence keeps visitors off the grass [72] (p. 45). (b) One of
Budapest’s large public parks: the Pro Architectura Prize awarded Kopaszi Dam in the Lágymányosi
Danube Bay, designer: Garten Studio (also winner of the Liget design competition), year of award:
2009. In contemporary park usage, active recreation became also important beside passive leisure and
social interactions. The board invites visitors to keep on the grass [77].

Based on the mentioned studies and researches on Liget’s history and park usage patterns, in 2016
an international design competition was announced for the park rehabilitation of Városliget. The 1st
prized Garten Studio [78] started the design phase with broad social consultations to gain more
detailed knowledge about the general and special contemporary needs and park use patterns [44,79,80].
By comparing findings of the preliminary research and the social consultation, general and special
needs and uses turned out to overlap greatly, which implicated that the park could be made accessible
also to PwD with reasonable physical interventions.

The landscape design concept had to be prepared according to the Liget Accessibility Concept [81],
whose principles were largely known and applied by accessibility professionals, and typically collects
specifications for buildings. Although these strictly technical guidelines are nuanced by international
examples of urban green spaces, the document itself does not use criteria specifically elaborated for
a park with such a special historic and natural character. The requirements were consulted with the
designer team and a broad range of stakeholders, but the main content did not change during the
further development. Yet, the social consultations at the beginning of the design phase supported
the use of UOSD’s principles for a more inclusive result. The winner of the design competition
cooperated with the relevant disability advocacies to complete recommendations for an inclusive Liget.
Disability related advocacy institutions were invited to make comments, which were integrated to
the project.

4.2.2. The Preliminary Research and Design Process

‘Research for design’: Literature review has been done continuously in the research topic.
Related references are detailed in Section 2.
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‘Research on design’: The landscape conception plan of the Budapest city forest by Heinrich
Nebbien, and the plans of the thematic Sensory garden from 1972 designed by Vera Csorba [72]
were examined.

‘Research about design’: In relation to the project, site visits have been carried out since 2010 in an
international European context to collect examples of different UD-related technical solutions on urban
green spaces. (The thematic photo documentation about these site visits can be observed in Szaszák’s
PhD theses: Appendix MIII/2—Science photo library of Universal Open Space Design’s international
examples (cf. [41])).

In the context of the Liget design competition, Szaszák as a team member of Pagony Landscape
Architects [82] conducted a survey on accessibility needs via the mailing list of the Hungarian
Federation of the Blind and Partially Sighted (MVGYOSZ) (for more information about this forum see
Section 4.1.2), reaching a significant number of people living with visual impairments. The comments
from the mailing list of MVGYOSZ were included in the technical description of the design application
of Pagony Landscape Architects [82] (Figure 11), and some of them later were incorporated into the
Városliget park rehabilitation engineering program [83].
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4.2.3. Research through Design 

As shown in Section 2.5, the primary service of urban green spaces is recreation and social life. 
The preliminary studies and surveys confirmed this thesis, as the main activities in the park were 
walking, social meetings and the use of institutional services. It was already stated that an open 
space is the public service itself, so equal access has to be provided to the largest extent reasonably 
possible (cf. Section 2.3). This statement is supported by a comment from the consultation forum for 
people living with reduced mobility and cognitive impairment. Question of the designer concerned 
the most important parts of the park which should be made accessible for PwD. The answer was that 
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UOSD completed with character-related aspects for urban public green spaces are summarized in 
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According to the surveys, there was an explicit need for better walking surfaces. The interests of 
historic values and ecology raised the question of using stabilized pavements (cf. [81]), which can be 
of limited accessibility for people living with motor impairment (PwM). In the context of the social 
consultation, an interest in stabilized pavements occurred concerning their ability to meet the 
requirements for barrier-free use [80]. In Hungary, fine aggregate walking surfaces are usually not 
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4.2.3. Research through Design

As shown in Section 2.5, the primary service of urban green spaces is recreation and social life.
The preliminary studies and surveys confirmed this thesis, as the main activities in the park were
walking, social meetings and the use of institutional services. It was already stated that an open
space is the public service itself, so equal access has to be provided to the largest extent reasonably
possible (cf. Section 2.3). This statement is supported by a comment from the consultation forum for
people living with reduced mobility and cognitive impairment. Question of the designer concerned
the most important parts of the park which should be made accessible for PwD. The answer was that
visitors with reduced mobility “use the entire area of the park. The equal access to each facilities
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and playgrounds is the most important, not so much their location” [80]. Consistency of the related
strategies (historic park design, urban green space design, UOSD) was of high importance to sustain
the historic character and provide equal access for all. The basic environmental components of UOSD
completed with character-related aspects for urban public green spaces are summarized in Table A2.

According to the surveys, there was an explicit need for better walking surfaces. The interests
of historic values and ecology raised the question of using stabilized pavements (cf. [81]), which can
be of limited accessibility for people living with motor impairment (PwM). In the context of the
social consultation, an interest in stabilized pavements occurred concerning their ability to meet the
requirements for barrier-free use [80]. In Hungary, fine aggregate walking surfaces are usually not
wheelchair-accessible. In Liget, properly compacted stabilized pavements were designed on the smaller
paths. Stabilized aggregated pavements get depreciated faster than stabile pavements, so constant
maintenance is required to keep their quality adequate.

Surveys also showed the explicit demand for more park furniture, meeting both the general and
special user needs. Concerning colors and materials, the park’s main value, that is naturalness had to
be sustained in order to an enhanced nature experience. For the same reason, railings and bollards
were used only at the edges and other intensive part of the park, where motorized traffic is present.

Wheelchair-accessible forms of stairs and ramps were planned in the environs of buildings. In the
case of stairs integrated to paths with stabilized paving, the use of tactile signage is under consideration
as the fine aggregates can spread to the stairs causing danger. It has been tested if the contrast of the
different walking surfaces (stable stairs and stabilized aggregates) provided sufficient textural contrast
for detectability.

One of the park’s main values is old vegetation, which also provides protection from dust, noise,
and aesthetic contamination. During the selection of the plants, the other main value, naturalness has
been in the focus of the landscape architects.

Concerning orientation, it was emphasized by the organizations representing people with visual
impairment (PwV), that both the tactile walking surface indicators (TWSI) and the contrasting
walking surface materials (CWSM) were valid in a green space to avoid the dominancy of artificial
elements which can weaken the sense of nature. However, there is also a need for the TWSI system,
especially along new, unknown routes, on the top landing of stairs, and on points where a danger
(falling down, crossing of motorized traffic) is present. The Smart Liget application should also help
achieve a more complex accessibility, but at the same time it is necessary to maintain the TWSI network
so that it is not only possible to travel with a smartphone [79]. Further concerns about this subject are
explained previously, at the description of stairs.

Direction signage and information about the available functions are of a high importance at a
park’s spatial scale. According to the advocacies of PwV, fragrant plants and diverse vegetation are
important elements of mood and orientation (and also ecology and sustainability), but there is no need
for a tactile map outdoors [79]. The organization representing the interests of people with cognitive
impairment emphasized the importance of Liget being easy to understand [80].

As a general requirement related to spatial functions, the composition of the special relations has to
be designed carefully and sensitively in order to meet the needs of the park visitors. Adequate number
of public toilets was highlighted by every invited stakeholder. Regarding the newly designed facilities
(public toilets, catering units, other service buildings), all are expected to be barrier-free. The changing
tables in wheelchair-accessible toilets are not supported, but family-friendly toilets are encouraged [80].
The design of public toilets should be uniform and visually impaired people should not be directed to
accessible toilets [79].

The hierarchical system of promenades and paths provide exploration of the functions and
attractions of the park. Based on the Accessibility Concept and the social consultations, three layers
regarding their accessibility were separated:

• Promenades, squares, pavilions and their surroundings, thematic leisure areas providing basic
public services and complex accessibility.
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• Units that evoke nature and are partially accessible, e.g., natural waterfalls.
• Areas that are not suitable for independent, barrier-free use, such as hills, large lawns,

narrow paths [83].

When setting up the system, it was kept in mind that, within a regulated framework, as many
experiences (landscape experiences) should be available to the visitors as they would otherwise
encounter outside the built environment, in nature. When defining the individual sub-areas, the entire
Liget was supposed to be as accessible as possible [83].

Pedestrian crossings and car parking places are parts of the urban fabric, and thus the requirements
presented in the first case study should be applied. Within the Smart Liget program, Smart car parking
platform has been elaborated, which will provide information about the free parking spaces and the
route to them. The social consultants highlighted the importance of the public transport stops’ equal
accessibility and usability. The M1 underground, which was not built wheelchair-accessible, has to be
renewed according to the principles of UD.

Concerning Liget’s attractions, the accessibility of the lake and boating was also emphasized [80].
The design around the lake requires further negotiations, so that the safety of PwV and the organic,
natural design that allows direct water contact with the lake can be realized at the same time [79].
Playgrounds, sports equipment, and sport facilities must be accessible to people with mobility
impairments. There should be an aesthetic, transparent fence around the playgrounds and a luggage
storage service should be available [80]. In terms of playgrounds, integrated design is important
according to PwV. The dog handler should have a fence, but can be shared as it is a place for
social interactions [79].

During the park rehabilitation design process of Városliget, digital technology as a new planning
tool has been involved. ICT tools called Smart Liget has been developed for improving visitor experience
with the following planned platforms: websites, FB profile, Liget application, Liget newsletter, smart pay
system, smart car parking, smart entrance control, Liget Wi-Fi hotspots, Liget smart spots, and digital
signage spots. Frequently used services such as Google Maps, Waze or MOL Bubi public bike-sharing
system can also be easily connected to the program. The free Wi-Fi network will be available in
the entire area of the Liget. PwD using smartphones can connect to the system and receive special
assistance when needed. Furthermore, audio maps GPS-based systems can help the orientation of
PwV. This is a priority, as they have several institutions and organizations around the Liget. With the
help of smart devices, the web content developed for Liget will be virtually available everywhere
in the Liget. In parallel, on the request of disability-related stakeholders, smart spot objects will be
installed providing various services. PwV will be led with some kind of tactile signage to the smart
spots. The theme has been developed by the smart Liget program. The object design of the smart
spots will be elaborated with the involvement of an IT expert. The MVGYOSZ near the Liget has been
testing other smart solutions which could complete the traditional assistive technologies, like the smart
sensory tactile pavement with smart white cane wearable module [84].

4.2.4. Significance and Uniqueness of the Project

The preliminary phase of the design competition revealed that past and contemporary visitor’s
needs towards an urban park overlap to a large extent and thus only moderate physical interventions are
necessary for the park rehabilitation. At the same time, physical accessibility often needs modifications.
In Liget, it was shown, that general and special visitor’s need also overlap greatly, and this way,
based on a broad social digital communicative and personal consultation, equal access and use can be
realized. The combination of top-down and bottom-up approaches was used for a more inclusive result.
Disability-related professions were represented in the project from the beginning. In the design phase,
social consultations confirmed that environmental components are inherent part of the open spaces’
public services, and informed designers about its important consequences regarding partial accessibility.
Referring to the Hungarian context (Section 2.4), this concept is widely applied and misunderstood.
Designers often organize the public services into as few spatial units as possible in order to avoid
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accessible requirements on the possibly largest part of the certain space—mostly because of aesthetic
considerations, but referring to undue financial burden or other external limitations. Understanding
the importance of open spaces’ public services can shift the core from “as few as possible” to “as many
as possible” within the frames of the same concept, namely the partial accessibility.

Although the general requirements of the Liget Accessibility Concept were not sensitive to the
special character of a park, the social participation ensured the realization of the UOSD principles.
Also, the social consultation confirmed that the concept of ‘partial accessibility’ is valid only in parts
which cannot be made accessible in a reasonable way, but the goal is to design the whole park as
inclusive as possible. The widespread use of digital technologies is an important element of the project,
although the platforms of Smart Liget concept are not yet green space specific, but follow the traditional
structure of a general program developed for smart cities.

4.3. Case Study for the Category “Semi-Natural Landscapes”: The Accessible Nature Project

4.3.1. Context, Project Background and History

The third case study presents accessible hiking trails and adventure sites planned along the former
railway route in the Gerecse Landscape Protection Area and Natura 2000 Nature Reserve. The idea
of an accessible campsite occurred, which could serve the hiking trail and provide a barrier-free
recreational opportunity and natural places to special training for children living with disabilities.
The idea came from a special educator, Béla Koczka, who contacted the Budapest Forestry Company to
find the possibilities to realize the project.

The fenced garden of the Alsóvadács hunting lodge was designated to host the inclusive camping.
The lodge’s garden has a significant proportion of green space with native species, evergreen pines,
and ornamental shrubs. There are typically no footpaths in the camp area, and the small paved surface
is used for car traffic. There is an asphalt pavement at the main entrance and at the back entrance.
The car park next to the building is equipped with a stabilized cover. The plot is typically used
seasonally during winter hunts. The project promoted summer occupancy. The used structures had
to be temporary, being able to be removed for the winter season. The campsite had to be designed
suitable to accommodate barrier-free toilets, showers, and a dining area. Because of the interest of
nature conservation, no trees were allowed to be fallen, thus the yurts had to be placed in clearings
between the trees.

The Gábor Molnár nature trail was planned to start on the other side of the road bordering the
plot. The the hiking trail is an abandoned railway track, thus providing a nearly level surface with an
elevation of 0–3%. The railway served the mining yards of three quarries along the first 1.5 km long
section of the trail, which is also wide enough for forestry and service vehicles. The walking surface
of this section is stable and largely smooth due to the former railway route and the occasional use of
forestry vehicles. The mining yards of this area gave place to the disability-focused attractions of the
trail (e.g., horse therapy, community play, educational events, and tourist attractions). At the time of
the concept design phase (2012), no precedent for the project was available in Hungary, simultaneously
having interest both in nature conservation and in physical accessibility in a natural forest. The project
remained utopian so far, stopped at the concept design phase.

4.3.2. The Preliminary Research and Design Process

‘Research for design’: Literature review has been done continuously in the research topic. Related
references are detailed in Section 2.

‘Research on design’: On-site landscape plans of the Skuleskogen and Söderasen National Parks
(Sweden), and Katalinpuszta Visitors Centre (Hungary) were examined.

‘Research about design’: Lacking the Hungarian examples, experiences of international projects
were examined and adapted. In relation to the project, site visits have been carried out since 2010 in
an international European context to collect examples of different UD-related technical solutions on
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semi-natural landscapes. (The thematic photo documentation about these site visits can be observed
in Szaszák’s PhD theses: Appendix MIII/3—Science photo library of universal open space design’s
international examples (cf. [41])). The knowledge gained from site-visits is presented in the next chapter
to be comparable with the two previous case studies.

4.3.3. Research through Design

Besides recreation, the special public services of landscapes with a natural character are visitation,
education, and the presentment of natural values (cf. [85]). In near-natural areas accessibility regulations’
application can be limited because of the primary interest of nature preservation and/or restoration.
In order to achieve the proper result, interdisciplinary cooperation is needed between the related fields
like ecology, nature conservation, landscape architecture, architecture, engineering, social sciences,
legislation, etc. For the same reason, efforts should be made to ensure a balance of natural and artificial
elements appropriate to the given environment when transforming an existing facility or creating a
new one. If the nature conservation interest does not allow for (complex) accessibility, restrictions need
to be introduced (e.g., fence, admission fee, limited opening hours, penalty, or even complete exclusion
from the public). Universal landscape design offers many possibilities for access without endangering
natural and cultural values, and even serving nature conservation interests. Natural elements cannot
always be adapted to human needs and requirements, so physical accessibility is not always feasible.
This is why it is important to learn about aspects of other professions to find alternative ways to
provide accessibility while keeping the interests of conservation in mind. The principle of minimal
intervention and adequate use of materials in natural areas is a priority and must be taken into account
at all times—including when ensuring equal access. The basic environmental components of UOSD
completed with character-related aspects for semi-natural landscapes are summarized in Table A3.

In the use of materials for ground surfaces, it is important to preserve the natural atmosphere in
order to promote the natural experience. It is recommended to use natural, locally found materials
(e.g., wood, stone, earth, peat) (Figure 12). Concrete or asphalt can be used on routes that are also
suitable for motor vehicles. On other paths, unless a solid pavement is absolutely necessary, a stabilized
scattered pavement with a natural appearance may be laid (coarse crushed stone is not suitable for the
transport of rolling equipment). As this surface is water permeable, it fits into the natural environment
both functionally and aesthetically and is widely used abroad (e.g., in Scandinavia) on barrier-free
hiking trails. In the case of natural stone coverings, adequate evenness of the surface has to be provided.
Wood cladding fits to the natural environment, but it is important to maintain its quality continuously.
It can also be used to explore areas where the soil or vegetation cannot withstand trampling. The use
of an artificial rubber cover is affordable where an obstacle-free shock-absorbing cover is required
(other shock-absorbing covers are not wheelchair-accessible). Dirt roads, macadam, sand, and grass
cover are allowed only when alternative access to the functions of the area is provided. During the
construction work, the crop layer must be excavated and professionally deposited until the end of the
construction, and then be spread again in the area when construction work is completed.

In the context of the accessible nature project, the primary considerations in choosing the pavements
were simplicity and an aesthetic appearance that suited the natural environment. The new feature
requires an increase in pedestrian traffic. In the garden of Alsóvadács, the terrain is slightly sloping,
and the ground between the trees is uneven. The trees had to be protected, thus an elevated, modular,
mobile wooden deck was designed to bridge the level differences, connected with wooden ramps to
the ground (Figure 13). Trees required the use of water permeable stabilized pavements on the ground.
This surface was also suitable to adjoin the ramps smoothly. The slope conditions of the mildly sloping
area were adjusted only slightly, respecting the interest of nature conservation. Under the camp’s
wooden deck system, water drainage was proper into the natural soil. The green surfaces of the area
absorbed the rainfall.
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with wooden ramps to the ground (Figure 13). Trees required the use of water permeable stabilized 
pavements on the ground. This surface was also suitable to adjoin the ramps smoothly. The slope 
conditions of the mildly sloping area were adjusted only slightly, respecting the interest of nature 
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if the ground would otherwise be suitable for receiving rolling equipment. On the Molnár nature 
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The only planned intervention designed on the first, level part of the nature trail was to remove the
stones from the traffic route and correct the unevenness and potholes, especially in the sections affected
by the use of vehicles. If the use habits show that the walking surface was not wheelchair-accessible,
it is necessary to design a pavement that can withstand the load of the vehicle, but also meets ecological,
economic and usage criteria. On the further parts of the trail, elevation limits the usability for PwM,
but the elimination of surface irregularities was recommended.

Concerning park furniture, natural materials were used to sustain the natural atmosphere.
Product design was made for the bridging structure of the modular wooden decks, provided with
accessible wooden handrails and ramps. The camp’s seasonal yurt tents were located on this wooden
deck system. Tasks and costs of the maintenance works received special attention already in the design
phase, as local, natural materials need continuous preservation.

On the camp site, vegetation was not replaced by original species of the certain site on the owner’s
request. As on the nature trail there was room for educational, demonstrational, and recreational
purposes, the restoration of biodiversity, which enhances the experience of nature, was planned.

As artificial contrast cannot be supported in a natural setting, the orientation was helped by a mild
contrast from different textures found locally (for an international example see Figure 14a). Road curbs
can help to find the way for visitors living with visual impairment. A continuous border helps keep
direction, curves indicate connecting routes, breaking an edge can indicate targets, and contrast is
important in orientation. Borders are also important when making audio maps. In the case of wider
footpaths, the curb can serve as a wheelbarrow (Figure 14b), but can also be an obstacle if the ground
would otherwise be suitable for receiving rolling equipment. On the Molnár nature trail, the stones to
be removed from the road were planned to function as a road curb for PwV.
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Figure 14. (a) Local materials and vegetation give a mild contrast which helps orientation and fits to 
the landscape (Skrylle Nature Reserve, Södra Sandby, Sweden) [Source: Authors’ own photo].  (b) 
Wooden constructions with curbs can help orientation and serve as a wheelbarrow, when the 
original ground is not accessible by rolling equipment. (Umea, Sweden). [Source: Authors’ own 
photo]. 

As this type of open spaces is large scale, an accurate information system was designed to be set 
up at intersections and junctions. Several signs were placed according to the needs of each user 
group. A well-designed signaling system was also important at entrances and at the start of roads. 
Different graphic features for different modes of transport (e.g., pedestrian, bicycle, horse, car, rail) 
were recommended, according to different detection distances. Way finding signage, information 
signs, landmarks, tactile guidance and orientation systems, lighting was intended to be completed 
with digital technologies supporting navigation, orientation, and info-communication (e.g., GPS 
navigation, audio maps, location-related applications). 

In semi-natural areas open to the public, it is recommended to have one or more barrier-free 
toilets at the entrance (barrier-free car park) and/or barrier-free destinations, depending on the size 
and functions of the area, unless this is contrary to the nature conservation interest. In the accessible 
nature project, the toilet was placed in an existing, unused building on the camping site. The use of a 
mobile toilet on the first, accessible part of the nature trail occurred, but was not realized so far. 
Buildings and edifices located in semi-natural areas must meet the ergonomic requirements for 
barrier-free use. In many cases, national park exhibition centers, ecotourism destinations, nature 
conservation museums and educational trails display some kind of nature conservation exhibition 
presenting the natural and cultural values of the area, even if the site itself cannot be accessed by all. 
Integrated, interactive smart exhibitions supplemented with digital technologies can also interpret 
the values of the area to people with disabilities. The barrier-free design of buildings located in 
natural areas (e.g., presentment and excursion centers, forest schools) is an easier task, especially if 
the existing building does not have to be adapted afterwards. These buildings are often located on 
the edge of the area to be presented, so the natural experience can be enhanced even when only the 
buildings are accessible for PwD. 

In a natural environment, nature is revealed from the road network, thus it is especially 
important to design according to ecological principles. The roads connect and explore the area’s 
natural values, attractions, and other objects perceptible through senses other than sight. The 
multiple, simultaneous sensation contributes to a reach landscape experience while moving in the 
space (e.g., touching cold-surfaced, rigid rock, trees of different trunks, flowers, berries and other 
wild fruits, streams, lakes). Areas with rich, protected wildlife should not be explored by roads, but, 
if the presentation is otherwise permissible and properly controlled, the road should pass by the 
protected area or avoid it in the case of a high degree of protection due to the vulnerability of the 
area. It is important not to fragment habitats when designing roads. The paths should be easily 
connected to the targets. The line drawing should be winding because it provides a natural effect. 

Figure 14. (a) Local materials and vegetation give a mild contrast which helps orientation and fits to the
landscape (Skrylle Nature Reserve, Södra Sandby, Sweden) [Source: Authors’ own photo]. (b) Wooden
constructions with curbs can help orientation and serve as a wheelbarrow, when the original ground is
not accessible by rolling equipment. (Umea, Sweden). [Source: Authors’ own photo].

As this type of open spaces is large scale, an accurate information system was designed to be
set up at intersections and junctions. Several signs were placed according to the needs of each user
group. A well-designed signaling system was also important at entrances and at the start of roads.
Different graphic features for different modes of transport (e.g., pedestrian, bicycle, horse, car, rail)
were recommended, according to different detection distances. Way finding signage, information signs,
landmarks, tactile guidance and orientation systems, lighting was intended to be completed with
digital technologies supporting navigation, orientation, and info-communication (e.g., GPS navigation,
audio maps, location-related applications).
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In semi-natural areas open to the public, it is recommended to have one or more barrier-free
toilets at the entrance (barrier-free car park) and/or barrier-free destinations, depending on the size and
functions of the area, unless this is contrary to the nature conservation interest. In the accessible nature
project, the toilet was placed in an existing, unused building on the camping site. The use of a mobile
toilet on the first, accessible part of the nature trail occurred, but was not realized so far. Buildings and
edifices located in semi-natural areas must meet the ergonomic requirements for barrier-free use.
In many cases, national park exhibition centers, ecotourism destinations, nature conservation museums
and educational trails display some kind of nature conservation exhibition presenting the natural and
cultural values of the area, even if the site itself cannot be accessed by all. Integrated, interactive smart
exhibitions supplemented with digital technologies can also interpret the values of the area to people
with disabilities. The barrier-free design of buildings located in natural areas (e.g., presentment and
excursion centers, forest schools) is an easier task, especially if the existing building does not have to
be adapted afterwards. These buildings are often located on the edge of the area to be presented, so the
natural experience can be enhanced even when only the buildings are accessible for PwD.

In a natural environment, nature is revealed from the road network, thus it is especially
important to design according to ecological principles. The roads connect and explore the area’s
natural values, attractions, and other objects perceptible through senses other than sight. The multiple,
simultaneous sensation contributes to a reach landscape experience while moving in the space
(e.g., touching cold-surfaced, rigid rock, trees of different trunks, flowers, berries and other wild
fruits, streams, lakes). Areas with rich, protected wildlife should not be explored by roads, but, if the
presentation is otherwise permissible and properly controlled, the road should pass by the protected
area or avoid it in the case of a high degree of protection due to the vulnerability of the area. It is
important not to fragment habitats when designing roads. The paths should be easily connected to the
targets. The line drawing should be winding because it provides a natural effect.

In the case of a sloping area, there should be a route that follows the contour lines in order to avoid
stairs, which also makes drainage and maintenance easier. Areas with slight slopes (e.g., stream valleys,
lake shores, abandoned railway tracks, certain forest roads) can be made accessible for transporting
rolling equipment (e.g., wheelchairs, bicycles, prams) with minimal interventions. In the case of
educational, demonstrational, and recreational purposes, the experience of nature can be enhanced by
developing the road network for example by widening paths. On narrow sections or sloping terrain,
bypass points have to be installed (cf. Figure 12). If possible, closed loops of different lengths should
be created. Routes with different levels of difficulty may have different surface, width, slope, length,
edges, and rest places (Figure 15). At a minimum, an easy route should be available, depending on
needs and terrain. For low-difficulty routes, as well as for larger level differences, it is recommended to
install a (landscape-friendly) guardrail.

Natural areas open to the public should, as far as possible, be accessible by public transport and
car (e.g., special taxis). Accessible destinations have to be reachable from the barrier-free car park on an
accessible route. The car park should be located at the entrance, but if possible, the natural landscape
should be revealed and dominate the view. In our project, car parking was located in the camp site for
guests, and along the asphalt road adjoining the entrances of the camping and the tral for visitors.

Attractions—e.g., picnic, barbecue and campfire sites, lookout points, bird watching, waterfront
fishing and bathing, study trails—should be preferably wheelchair accessible, which is more comfortable
and safer for others. Lookouts are usually located at high altitudes, often even in relation to their
surroundings, but by taking advantage of the terrain, wheelchair-accessibility can be provided
(Figure 16). On the shores, the water can be accessible to PwM by ramp systems.
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Figure 16. Smart use of terrain conditions provides access to bird watching and outlook points also 
for visitors using wheelchair. (Gullakra, Sweden) [Source: Authors’ own photo]. 

4.3.4. Significance and Uniqueness of the Project 

The Accessible Nature Project was the first in Hungary designing an accommodation and an 
accessible nature trail specifically to children living with disabilities. Attractions along the nature 
trail were places for special training in a natural environment. The idea was a nonprofit initiative, 
but the original team (including the authors of this article) failed to realize the project due to the 
occurrence of business interest from the owner’s side. Still the project became a semi-functional 
prototype of an inclusive semi-natural landscape through which many inspiring examples were 
examined and experimented during the design process. The project revealed that interests of nature 
conservation and disability-inclusive development are compatible to a large extent. 

When a part of a site cannot be made accessible for all, smart technologies have the potential to 
help visitors experience the site via other channels like moving in the space. Design tools of spatial 
arrangement and a legible, consistent info-communication system using smart technologies can 
contribute to experience nature and serve the interest of nature conservation at the same time. At the 
visited sites, smart platforms provided information and communication, e.g., through multilingual 
websites, social media, applications, interactive exhibitions, study trails, and Wi-Fi hotspots at 
visitor centers [86–88]. 

4.4. The Interrelation of UOSD and Digital Technologies 

This chapter presented design projects which were conducted according to the principles of 
UOSD, combined with related concepts relevant to the certain project. In the case of the downtown 
of Budapest (OS-1), UOSD was combined with the use of digital technologies. The Liget Budapest 
Project (OS-2) further applied design tools of heritage protection. The Accessible Nature Project 
(OS-3) was conducted according to specific landscape design aspects related to nature conservation, 
ecology, and special education. Using the RtD method, environmental components were 
categorized, and findings were detailed along the certain categories, presenting also the applied 
digital technologies. This chapter summarizes the ICT-aspects of the projects. Table 3 presents the 
used digital solutions associated to the relevant environmental component (item). 
  

Figure 16. Smart use of terrain conditions provides access to bird watching and outlook points also for
visitors using wheelchair. (Gullakra, Sweden) [Source: Authors’ own photo].
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4.3.4. Significance and Uniqueness of the Project

The Accessible Nature Project was the first in Hungary designing an accommodation and an
accessible nature trail specifically to children living with disabilities. Attractions along the nature trail
were places for special training in a natural environment. The idea was a nonprofit initiative, but the
original team (including the authors of this article) failed to realize the project due to the occurrence
of business interest from the owner’s side. Still the project became a semi-functional prototype of
an inclusive semi-natural landscape through which many inspiring examples were examined and
experimented during the design process. The project revealed that interests of nature conservation and
disability-inclusive development are compatible to a large extent.

When a part of a site cannot be made accessible for all, smart technologies have the potential to
help visitors experience the site via other channels like moving in the space. Design tools of spatial
arrangement and a legible, consistent info-communication system using smart technologies can
contribute to experience nature and serve the interest of nature conservation at the same time. At the
visited sites, smart platforms provided information and communication, e.g., through multilingual
websites, social media, applications, interactive exhibitions, study trails, and Wi-Fi hotspots at
visitor centers [86–88].

4.4. The Interrelation of UOSD and Digital Technologies

This chapter presented design projects which were conducted according to the principles of UOSD,
combined with related concepts relevant to the certain project. In the case of the downtown of Budapest
(OS-1), UOSD was combined with the use of digital technologies. The Liget Budapest Project (OS-2)
further applied design tools of heritage protection. The Accessible Nature Project (OS-3) was conducted
according to specific landscape design aspects related to nature conservation, ecology, and special
education. Using the RtD method, environmental components were categorized, and findings were
detailed along the certain categories, presenting also the applied digital technologies. This chapter
summarizes the ICT-aspects of the projects. Table 3 presents the used digital solutions associated to the
relevant environmental component (item).

Table 3 shows that the use of digital technologies was moderate in the case of the Károly Boulevard
(OS-1) constructed in 2010, because at that time the ICT solutions was introduced to Hungary not
a long ago. The design phase of the Liget Project (OS-2) started in 2016, and construction works
will be finished by 2023. ICT tools have been under continuous development in parallel with the
design process, and the intensive—although not green space-specific—use of smart solutions can be
observed [89]. Digital tools listed at the Accessible Nature Project are international examples from
Western- and Northern-European countries, which were ahead in the use of digital technologies.

The examined case studies were selected according the typology of open spaces based on their
tolerance towards interventions. The results show that each environmental component can be linked
to each public service of the open spaces (Table A4). Transport implies requirements towards the
artificial elements, namely pavements, furniture, and bridging structures. Vegetation is considered
as a physical factor which can influence the free moving in the space. Functional units for transport
are the streets, squares, pedestrian crossings, and the modality changing points of car parking places
and stops of the public transportation. Recreation involves also environmental objects and features
ensuring info-communication. Vegetation counts as an ecological factor. Concerning spatial functions,
the arrangement and the signage of each unit is relevant, and new elements like the play and sport
facilities, and natural attractions appear. Where human activity is limited due to ecological interest,
recreation is completed with learning, in order to educate the visitors on the protection of the natural
values. In the accessible parts, spatial composition with aesthetic qualities is of higher importance
to be able to provide the essence of the certain spots’ atmosphere for a better nature experience.
Inclusive socio-cultural life contains all three components of a landscape or cityscape: ‘people’, ‘places’,
and ‘technology’, and these can be related to all types of open spaces.
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Table 3. Digital technologies applied in the design projects (case studies), categorized by the relevant environmental components (items). Foreign examples collected
for the design process but not been realized are shown in italics.

Item Public Urban Open Space (OS-1) Public Urban Green Space (OS-2) Semi-Natural Landscape (OS-3)

G
en

er
al

as
pe

ct
s

universal access to public services Completing strategies with ICT tools

Completing strategies with ICT tools and aspects
of value protection;

Smart Liget platforms: websites, social media,
Liget application, Liget newsletter, Smart pay

system, Smart car parking, Smart entrance control,
Liget Wi-Fi hotspots, Liget Smart spots and Digital

Signage spots)

Completing strategies with ICT tools and
ecological aspects;

Complex Smart Program: websites, social media,
application, interactive exhibitions, Visitor center Wi-Fi

hotspot, geocaching, Smart stops

Pa
vi

ng surface, material, drainage (TWSI at “orientation” below—audio map) Curbs and CWSM completing tactile
signage—audio map Curbs replacing tactile signage—audio map

Fu
rn

it
ur

e

type, surface, material, ergonomics Smart furniture (solar bench), Digital Signage spots Interactive information boards on study trails

stairs Signed with TWSI (TWSI at “orientation”
below—audio map)

ramp, slope
handrail

B
ri

dg
in

g
st

ru
ct

ur
es

an
d

ra
il

in
g

bridge, deck

GPS navigation,
Liget application

GPS navigation, audio map,
location-related applications
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Table 3. Cont.

Item Public Urban Open Space (OS-1) Public Urban Green Space (OS-2) Semi-Natural Landscape (OS-3)

Pl
an

ts

vegetation, plants BP Fatár application (tree cadaster) website, GPS navigation + tag + application

orientation: contrast, TWSI Audio map Smart sensory tactile pavement with Smart white
cane, audio map

navigation: direction signage GPS navigation,
Liget application GPS navigation, audio map

information: maps, functions GPS navigation, Liget application, Smart spots,
Digital Signage spots

GPS navigation, audio map, interactive tagged
information boards

communica-tion: audible support Audible traffic signals at pedestrian crossings Liget application

In
fo

-c
om

m
un

ic
at

io
n

lighting Smart lighting (reduced during the night) Smart Liget for sustainability Smart lighting (according to ecological interest)

approaching, network, buildings TWSI to toilets—audio map Smart Liget Complex Smart Program/Interactive exhibition
street, square Audio map Smart Liget Complex Smart Program

pedestrian crossing Audible traffic signals + mobile universal device Smart Liget Complex Smart Program
car parking Smart Liget/Smart car parking Complex Smart Program

stop of public transport

Smart stops, electronic timetable, route info
combined with mobility vehicles, application
(BKK Futár), Audible traffic information with

mobile universal device

Smart stops, electronic timetable, route info
combined with mobility vehicles, application (BKK

Futár), Audible traffic information + mobile
universal device

Complex Smart Program

play & sport facilities Smart Liget Complex Smart ProgramFu
nc

ti
on

al
un

it
s

natural attractions Smart Liget Complex Smart Program/Interactive study trails
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The environmental components—objects, features, and spatial units—are inherent part of
the open spaces’ public services. Concerning the user experience (cf. Figure 1: spatial Maslow
pyramid/environment/supportivity to users), keywords of the related design strategies hierarchized
after the level of inclusion (Figure 17: digital Maslow pyramid/spatial design) can be associated
with the certain environmental components, and therefore also with the public services. This way,
a hierarchy of the public services can be suggested. In this context, transport can be related to the
basic level of the spatial Maslow pyramid, where ‘physical’ accessibility must be realized (Figure 17).
In the case studies, recreation is most related to green spaces with less modifiable natural components.
Inaccessible parts of a certain open space can be separated, but appropriate adjustments must be
applied. So, urban green spaces can be made accessible to some extent even in the case of partial
physical accessibility, so that people are not totally excluded from its use. Therefore, the primary
service of recreation can be associated with the ‘sensual’ second level of the spatial Maslow pyramid.
Where natural elements are dominant and nature conservation limits the possibility of physical
interventions, beside recreation, learning also becomes important. This service is not basic for physical
or sensory accessibility, but contributes to the improvement of each individual’s experience of space
and nature, representing ‘aesthetic’ value. The ‘social’ top level of the spatial Maslow pyramid can be
associated with socio-cultural experience, which is the result of the inclusive use of all public services
in an open space designed after the principles of UOSD combined with ICT.
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Figure 17. The “digital” Maslow pyramid of user needs related to the relevant spatial design 
concepts, the open spaces’ public services and the digital technologies. 

It must be noted, that the digital Maslow pyramid is a model. Its levels are in strong 
interrelation, as each situation is unique, and public services are present in combinations. Therefore, 
an own inner hierarchy of each public service—related to the design project and their prioritized 
design strategies—can also be observed. 

As transport is essential to the functioning of the city, the basic spatial level is the most 
dominant in its inner hierarchy. Environmental components related to transport must meet the 
strictest accessibility requirements. This means that all elements of the physical space must be 
accessible, usable, or avoidable so that everyone can use its service on an equal basis. If certain 
elements such as barriers are present, some people may be excluded from the use of the open space, 
i.e., the public service. At the same time, as transport’s environmental components are dominantly 
artificial, they are the most compatible with the requirements of physical accessibility, and among 
the spatial elements, those related to transport are the most barrier-free in our open spaces. As these 
components have to meet physical accessibility requirements, cannot be replaced by digital 
technologies, but can provide a basis for ICTs’ digital layers to enhance inclusive environmental 
engagement. For example, GPS navigation can support walking and multimodal mobility by 
calculating the route along the relevant parameters (e.g., avoidance of stairs or narrow and sloping 
walkways, or the use of a public service). By selecting the parameters according to their needs, users 
will be able to choose the most suitable route. (The different accessibility needs related to the 
hierarchic levels of the Maslow pyramid of user needs are shown in Table 1, Section 2.3). In the 
digital Maslow pyramid (Figure 17), the second level is associated with sensory accessibility, where 

Figure 17. The “digital” Maslow pyramid of user needs related to the relevant spatial design concepts,
the open spaces’ public services and the digital technologies.

It must be noted, that the digital Maslow pyramid is a model. Its levels are in strong interrelation,
as each situation is unique, and public services are present in combinations. Therefore, an own
inner hierarchy of each public service—related to the design project and their prioritized design
strategies—can also be observed.

As transport is essential to the functioning of the city, the basic spatial level is the most dominant in
its inner hierarchy. Environmental components related to transport must meet the strictest accessibility
requirements. This means that all elements of the physical space must be accessible, usable, or avoidable
so that everyone can use its service on an equal basis. If certain elements such as barriers are present,
some people may be excluded from the use of the open space, i.e., the public service. At the same
time, as transport’s environmental components are dominantly artificial, they are the most compatible
with the requirements of physical accessibility, and among the spatial elements, those related to
transport are the most barrier-free in our open spaces. As these components have to meet physical
accessibility requirements, cannot be replaced by digital technologies, but can provide a basis for ICTs’
digital layers to enhance inclusive environmental engagement. For example, GPS navigation can
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support walking and multimodal mobility by calculating the route along the relevant parameters (e.g.,
avoidance of stairs or narrow and sloping walkways, or the use of a public service). By selecting the
parameters according to their needs, users will be able to choose the most suitable route. (The different
accessibility needs related to the hierarchic levels of the Maslow pyramid of user needs are shown in
Table 1, Section 2.3). In the digital Maslow pyramid (Figure 17), the second level is associated with
sensory accessibility, where the existence of info-communication supportive components contributes
largely to the independent and safe use of the open spaces. Moving upwards, the requirements are
becoming less exclusive, but still need to be physically barrier-free, or provide alternative (physical)
routes. Thus, proper spatial arrangement is of high importance. Environmental elements on the
second level can be complemented with digital technologies for the increase of autonomy and safety.
For example, TWSI, CWSM, and contrasting landmarks completed with GPS navigation or audio
maps provide enhanced accessibility for PwV. On the third level, for enhancing aesthetic experience,
transport requires a deliberate spatial composition of environmental elements which explore the area’s
values. The top level implies a continuous travel chain completed with a continuous information chain
for an inclusive smart transport.

While the spatial Maslow pyramid’s levels are more basic downwards, digital technologies
do not have a hierarchy in the opposite direction, but are freely interconnected to spatial elements
and are more widely applicable upwards. Therefore, concerning public services other than transport
(which requires basic spatial conditions), which are associated with the higher, less basic levels of the
spatial Maslow pyramid, similar consequences regarding the relevant environmental elements can be
described (cf. Table A4). The public services (e.g., sport, play, social life) of the units that cannot be
made fully accessible, may be relocated to another spot within the area. In this case, the reorganization
of the service has to provide as broad participation as possible, according to reasonable accommodation
(cf. social consultation about Liget, OS-2 case study). These consequences are even more valid when
moving upward along the hierarchy of spatial needs. Physical accessibility should not be strictly
accounted for, but rather provided to the extent possible and reasonable, and the values of areas
that cannot be made physically accessible should be complemented or replaced by additional digital
information. Where physical modification is limited or impossible, design tools completing—and not
transforming—existing features have the potential to make the certain site more accessible. Such tools are
careful spatial composition and info-communication using smart technologies. For example, interactive
exhibitions and tagged study trails can educate visitors; GIS geocaching gives the playful experience of
nature; nature related applications can share knowledge. In the case of an inclusive network of open
spaces, a complex sociocultural experience can be achieved. Digital services at this level can facilitate
for example data collection and direct data feedback, sharing knowledge, participatory platforms,
personalizing spaces, place-making, or engagement with locations (cf. [15]). The continuity is important
in order to be able to choose from alternatives suitable for each individual, and this way the effect of
inaccessible units or services of open spaces can be reduced and compensated. Digital technologies of
the upper level are the most space-independent. In such a network, public services are interconnected
spatially, socially, and digitally, augmenting disability-inclusion.

In summary, the type of the open space influences the environmental components relevant
to accessibility and usability, because each type can be characterized by a primary public service,
and spatial elements can be related to public services, which were associated with each level of the
spatial Maslow pyramid (cf. Figure 1 in Section 2.3 and Table A1 referred in Section 2.1). Thus, the type
of open space influences the primary public service, which in turn determines the expected level
of inclusion.

5. Discussion

Basic components of the city, namely ‘people’ and ‘place’ were examined to inform ‘technology’
about the possibilities of a digitally augmented inclusion of the open spaces. User needs, environmental
components and relevant design concepts were hierarchized and linked to open spaces’ public services.
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The basic role of these public services in spatial inclusion, and the relevancy of their environmental
components were outlined, and categorized into three digitally related types: non-replaceable
components must meet physical accessibility requirements, and two more groups are formed the
digitally replaceable components, and those that can or need to be complemented.

The three presented case studies revealed the dominancy of ‘transport’ among the open spaces’
public services, which is highly connected to the physical environment. It is linked to artificial
environmental components, which are the easiest to be made physically accessible, have to be made
physically accessible, and are already the most physically accessible according to the case studies
and site visits. These components cannot be replaced by digital technologies. Other public services
(e.g., recreation, learning, sociocultural life) are more place-independent and often must meet other
relevant concept which influence the degree of physical accessibility (e.g., heritage protection or nature
conservation). This means that the disability-sensitive reorganization of the spatial units and their
public services is affordable according to the reasonable accommodation, which ensures that people
have inclusive access to as much space as possible. The environmental components of these public
services can and need to be complemented, or even replaced by digital layers, so ICTs are the most
applicable to them.

Referring to the cited literature and the case studies, the dominancy of transport and physical
accessibility regarding open spaces can be observed also in the use of smart strategies and tools.
This study revealed that upper (less basic) levels of the spatial and digital Maslow pyramid related to
public services other than transport and concepts other than physical accessibility lack digital completion
or replacement, although these digital layers would be basic for people’s inclusion and for the places’
inclusivity, protection and inviting layout. For example, ICTs attached to the environmental elements,
which are relevant for sensory accessibility (e.g., TWSI, CWSM, landmarks), would significantly
improve the safety and independency of people living with sensory disabilities. This is more basic
than support a more convenient transit in the physically accessible environment, i.e., apply ICT tools
with transport related to physical accessibility in focus. Digital technologies can enrich and augment
the individual and social experience of open spaces.

Concerning strategies related to open space design, the extensive overlap of the concepts’
principles; the contemporary and past use patterns; and the general and special user needs was
discovered, which means that traditional open space design covers a significant part of UOSD. This way,
design projects tend to contribute to a more inclusive environment even when UOSD principles are not
followed. At the same time, it was confirmed that UOSD principles implying ICTs are more effective
and sustainable when applied from the beginning of the design process.

It can be seen, that the focus of the referred studies in the subject of smart technologies is based
on ICTs and user needs (i.e., people and technology), and explore what opportunities ICTs provide
to better understand the user needs and use patterns in order to interrelate with the space (place).
Our research started from people and place and examined which components the technology can
supplement or replace. The hierarchies of the digital Maslow pyramid inform ICTs about their role
and significance in enhancing spatial and social inclusion. In this context, results point out that digital
technologies are the most applicable and needed on the upper levels of the spatial hierarchy of
accessibility needs, which can be also sorted by the different disabilities. Thus, digital layers can be
purposefully developed, knowing what the relevant spatial components are which can be used as
channels or subjects of info-communication.

The simplification of reality for creating the used models can be a limitation factor to this study.
UOSD is a complex concept, each situation is unique and face its own challenges bringing in other,
contrary aspects, and the extent of reasonable accommodation is also hard to be determined. However,
the results provide a good starting point for disability-inclusive projects, and a guideline for the social
participation and the design process. Furthermore, user needs and usage patterns of PwV are less
known and understood, and therefore the design projects became real scaled experiments in the city,
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which induces aesthetic concerns regarding urban spaces, influencing the spatial experience of the
average user. Participation of PwD in the design process is therefore crucial.

Suggestion for future research is to reveal more space-connected digital tools for open spaces’
public services other than transport in order to support place-making and strengthen identity. Moreover,
the more detailed research into the disability-focused interrelation of ‘people’ and ‘place’ can involve
new technologies, enriching the practical background of the subject. Furthermore, results of this
research were based on related international literature and Hungarian design projects. The exploration
of international examples could help to compare the context of Hungary to other contexts, add details
to the research, generating important theoretical and practical knowledge. Concerning diverse user
needs, the attitude of the youth and the elderly population towards digital technologies is also special.
The scientific observation of good practices can provide generalized lessons to augment this research
with relevant details.

6. Conclusions

This research explored the city’s open spaces through the detailed analysis of its two components,
viz. people and place, in order to inform its third component, technology for an augmented
disability-inclusion. People’s user needs and usage patterns; open space’s environmental components
(spatial objects, features and units) and types (according to their tolerance towards physical
modification); and relevant disability-related concepts linked to UOSD were hierarchized and
interrelated to open spaces’ public services and the digital layers that can replace or complement
the environmental components. The research outlined that access to these public services is basic in
spatial inclusion. Environmental components themselves are immanent parts of the open spaces’ public
services. Therefore, their relevancy and character were explored, and the “digital” Maslow pyramid of
user needs related to the relevant spatial design concepts, the open spaces’ public services and the
digital technologies was elaborated. As a result, three main categories of environmental components
were defined: (1) components that must be made physically accessible and cannot be replaced by
digital technologies; (2) components that can be complemented; and (3) components that should be
replaced because of their incompatibility of the physical accessibility requirements.

Through three Hungarian design projects, the dominancy of ‘transport’ among the open spaces’
public services was revealed. As this service has strong physical relations and is basic in the operation
of the city, it stands in the focus of UOSD and ICT strategies. Although physical accessibility associated
with ‘transport’ is the most basic level of the spatial Maslow pyramid, ICTs are more applicable in
relation to other design concepts (e.g., sensory accessibility, UOSD) and public services provided by
open spaces (e.g., recreation, learning, sociocultural life). These services require careful design of spatial
composition and disability-inclusive organization rather than physical accessibility, according to the
principles of UOSD.

The spatial basis of ‘transport’-related physical accessibility cannot be replaced by digital
technologies, but a barrier-free environment can serve as a basis for digital layers supplementing
physical components (e.g., TWSI, CWSM, landmarks), providing sensory accessibility, which is basic
for PwV. In the case of incompatibility with the requirements of physical accessibility, environmental
components can be complemented or replaced by ICT, following the principles of UOSD. The significant
overlap of the general and special user needs, and the contemporary and past use patterns moves
traditional design strategies in the direction of UOSD, as it enriches their common background.
These phenomena shift the urban development towards a more disability-inclusive approach.

Other cited studies in the field of smart technologies used ICTs to understand user needs in order
to improve their spatial performance and experience. Our research approached from a spatial point of
view and ranked the physical components and public services of open spaces according to their type
of digital applicability as a channel or subject for ICTs. In conclusion, this paper demonstrates how the
combination of the tools of UOSD and ICTs support a more complex disability-inclusive experience in
an interconnected physical, sociocultural, and digital network of open spaces.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Basic accessibility needs of PwD concerning the external, environmental factors [16].

External Environmental Factor Impairment
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Clear pedestrian traffic gauge 4 4

• detection of hanging objects and protruding obstacles 4

Vertical dimensions, slopes 4

• stairs are difficult to use or unusable 4

• ramp inclination is limited 4

Clear space for maneuvering 4

Human dimensions, ergonomics 4 4 4

• lower access zone 4

• lower eye height (as for children) 4

• transparent space→ a sense of security 4

• clear space for the knee 4

• barrier-free walking surfaces 4 4

• even, level, stable, slip-resistant, non-reflective surfaces 4 4 4

Distances 4 4 4

• slower motion (e.g., at a pedestrian crossings) 4 4 4

Lighting 4 4

• difficulty in tracking sharp changes in lighting 4 4

Contrast 4 4 4 4

• dangers (stairs, pedestrian crossings with curb ramps) 4 4 4 4

• destinations, attractions 4 4 4

Information via multiple channels 4 4 4 4

• simultaneous tactile and audible information 4

• visually displayed audible information (e.g., alarms) 4

• moderate level of stimulus to avoid extreme reactions 4

Well-organized space composition 4 4

• well-structured spaces 4 4

Diverse, not monotonous spaces 4

• versatile, compact environment 4

• diverse urban and architectural exteriors 4

Spaces to emphasize and navigate 4 4 4 4

• indication of directions 4 4 4 4

• well-recognizable landmarks 4 4 4

• practical and aesthetic environment 4

Spaces to connect and separate 4

• well-separable functional units 4

Legible, clear, understandable spaces 4 4 4 4

• consistent information signage system 4 4 4

• capital letters and pictograms 4 4 4

• simple, concise, clear, consistent information 4 4 4

•
safe, predictable, accessible physical and social
environment 4
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Table A1. Cont.

External Environmental Factor Impairment
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• functions of places, spaces and buildings are clear 4

• the location of the entrance or gate is clear 4

• simple, expressive signs with contrasting graphic 4

Friendly, aesthetic spaces 4

• short, gently curved, wide, clear, transparent footpaths 4

•
calm pedestrian zones and inviting, welcoming open
spaces 4

•
easy-to-use street furniture designed familiar to the
elderly 4

Table A2. Environmental components of UOSD in the focus of research and design, completed with
character-related aspects for urban public green spaces (OS-2).

Category Item Character-Related Aspects (OS-2)
General aspects universal access to public services harmony of related design principles
Walking surface surface, material, drainage stabilized pavements
Park furniture surface, material, ergonomics naturalness, nature experience

car parking
bench, table, drinking fountain, litter bin,
information board, pavilion, etc.

Bridging structures stairs considering the use of tactile signage
and railing ramp, slope on accessible routes

handrail, traffic-directing structures on accessible routes
Vegetation plants naturalness, nature experience

Info-communication orientation: contrast in light and color,
tactile signage considering tactile and naturalness

navigation: direction signage important
information: maps, functions important
communication: audible support considering nature experience and ecology
lighting considering ecological interest

Functional units approaching, network, buildings on accessible routes
streets, squares hierarchy of pedestrian network
pedestrian crossings at intense, artificial parts
car parking at intense, artificial parts (edges)
stops of public transportation at intense, artificial parts (edges)
playgrounds, sport facilities, dog handlers new element
attractions with natural character new element
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Table A3. Environmental components of UOSD in the focus of research and design, completed with
character-related aspects for semi-natural landscapes (OS-3).

Category Item Character-Related Aspects (OS-3)
General aspects universal access to public services harmony of related design principles
Walking surface surface, material, drainage stabilized pavements if possible
Park furniture surface, material, ergonomics naturalness, nature experience

bench, table, drinking fountain, litter bin,
information board, pavilion, etc.

Bridging structures stairs at visitor’s centers
and railing ramp, slope at visitor’s centers

handrail, traffic-directing structures on designated accessible loops
bridge, wooden path, wooden deck new element

Vegetation plants ecology, nature conservation
Info-communication orientation: contrast in light and color, tactile signage at visitor’s centers

navigation: direction signage important
information: maps, functions important
communication: audible support at visitor’s centers
lighting on designated accessible loops

Functional units approaching, network, buildings at visitor’s centers
streets, squares loops of different difficulty
pedestrian crossings
car parking at the entrance, outside the site
stops of public transportation at the entrance, outside the site
playgrounds, sport facilities considering ecological interest
attractions with natural character considering ecological interest

Table A4. Environmental components linked to the main public services of the open spaces.

Item Transport Recreation Recreation & Learning Socio-Cultural Life

G
en

er
al

universal access to public
services physical access inclusive access inclusive access inclusive access

Pa
vi

ng

surface, material, drainage physical physical + sensual physical + sensual physical + sensual

Fu
rn

it
ur

e

surface, material,
ergonomics, types physical physical + sensual physical + sensual physical + sensual

stairs physical + sensual
(barrier) not relevant not relevant not relevant

ramp, slope physical not relevant not relevant not relevant
handrail, traffic-direction physical not relevant not relevant not relevant

B
ri

dg
in

g
st

ru
ct

ur
es

bridge, deck physical not relevant not relevant not relevant

Pl
an

ts

vegetation, plants physical factor sensual (natural)
factor aesthetic (natural) factor aesthetic (natural)

factor

orientation: contrast, TWSI sensual sensual sensual sensual
navigation: direction
signage sensual sensual sensual sensual

information: maps,
functions sensual sensual sensual sensual

communication: audible
support sensual sensual sensual sensual

In
fo

-c
om

m
un

ic
at

io
n

lighting sensual sensual sensual sensual
approaching, network,
buildings physical access inclusive access inclusive access inclusive access

streets, squares physical access inclusive access inclusive access inclusive access

pedestrian crossings physical + sensory
access (barrier) not relevant not relevant not relevant

car parking physical access not relevant not relevant not relevant
stops of public
transportation physical access not relevant not relevant not relevant

play & sport facilities not relevant inclusive access inclusive access inclusive accessFu
nc

ti
on

al
un

it
s

natural attractions not relevant inclusive access inclusive access inclusive access
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